Clairvoyant Manual
By Aliza (God)
and Charmaine
Just a note, which may help? Ask for Arch Angel Michael, to protect you, and the rooms
you’re in? Also your book from all Negativity, while you read your book, each time you
read it? (Please include protection, for front, back and sides of house, plus the rooms
adjacent to the ones you are in) The reading will be more enjoyable. No negativity and the
words going over your head…etc…
These affirmations will help you achieve great heights spiritually and will improve your
everyday wellbeing. When you recite these affirmations, you should include all your friends,
family, loved ones, and animals.
Every time you perform a reading for someone, you enter their spiritual being and pick up a
lot of their negative baggage, which may get passed on to your future clients. The negativity
that you collect each day might be dumped on your clients making them very sick and
depressed; also your family will be affected by Negativity. To avoid this from happening,
you should perform cleansing at the end of each day, and before you start for the day….
Daily Cleansing Techniques:
(Should be done at least twice a day)
To perform cleansing, recite the following:
Father, can my family, loved ones, friends, those connected to my career, our animals, and I
step into The Golden Star of God so we see the truth in all things and be protected. Name
every one for the first month and ask for it to be keyed in, and then say everyone I usually
ask for….” And every premise I usually ask for?
Can we sit around the White Table and breathe in the White Light
Can we be covered with Gold? And our whole being, organs, body and all of our Chakra’s
be filled with Gold and with God’s love and surrounded by God’s love.
Can we have a dictionary in front of us and can you help us learn what we need to know?
Can we have The Waves of the Ocean and the beautiful singing voices of the Dolphins
around us to keep us calm and happy?
Once you are done with the act of cleansing and seeking the protection of father; ask him to
send everything back to where it belongs, including your inner selves.

And before doing Readings for the day, close your eyes and wave a hand under your nose,
and say “White Light , White Light” Breathe in the white light through your nose, and ask
for the negativity and gunk to come out through your Mouth, and send to the Universe as
healing. Keep white lighting yourself and breathing in the White light with the wave of
your hand for about six minutes.
If you include homes, Gardens, Businesses and cars. Do the White Lighting for about 10
minutes, and ask to include them for every one you name, including your Premises, and
cars…….Name them…..
Connect with your inner spirit and recite:
Father, can you help us to make our dreams come true?
Can you, in our dream state, and bring it out during the day, show and teach us how to be
successful and bring it out during the day, and draw success to us? And draw us to
success?,
Can you help all those dreams connected to our business become successful?
Can you get everything and everyone individually connected to our dreams ready for us and
us ready for them and them ready for us , an them towards us, and put us together now,
please?
For loved ones that God has in mind, recite:
Can you show us individually what this person looks like? In our dream state and bring it
out during the day……..
Can you tell us when will we meet them? And what they have to offer?
Can you tell us what we have to do to earn this person?
Do the drawing technique to put us together individually, as above.
For true friends with good moral friends, recite:
Father, can you bring us friends who are like-minded and have good morals
Can you get them Individually ready for me, and them individually toward me, and me
individually towards them and me individually ready for them, and put us together now
please……
Do the drawing technique as done above.
After a couple of weeks, just ask for the number. Rather than recite everything word for
word……Or chose your own code of reference….

You could ask for (example)
(1) Warrior protection for yourself and everyone around you
(2) Protection against negativity and demons
(3) Business, love, and friends
Refer to taped reading for legal reasons.
E.g. Readings are by Charmaine
Readings are for xxxxx
Readings are for xxxxxxxx Entertainment Only
Readings are from The Spirit World!
Day and Night Prayer
(Must be recited daily)
Father, those connected to me, my family, friends, loved ones, animals and my career.
Can we have Golden Shields head to toes and The Blood of Christ around us?
Can we be surrounded by mirrors pointing outwards and around us, please?
Can you allow anything satanic, voodoo, witchcraft, black magic, seeds that are harmful or
any kind of spiritual warfare attack or psychic attacks to bounce off the shields and mirrors
and be sent to the Universe as Healing?
Can you make the person or persons who sent it, Pay for their crimes and can the affected
be compensated and payment into their bank accounts now please
Please send anything that is placed upon us already lifted off our body, soul, mind, spirit,
inner child, and our whole being to see clear, and be sent to Universe as healing, to be
dealt with, and those affected be compensated. Into their bank accounts now please…You
usually have to find out what has been done, and name it?
Father, or maybe even Arch Angle Demetri can everything connected to us (name it e.g.
our advertisements, websites, clientele, media, everything connected to my music, our
books, our computers, phone lines, homes, vehicles that we drive, our minds, spiritual
works, prayers, warriors, spiritual teachers, our animals, our home, bedroom, smokes, food
, medication, our business etc.) have Golden Shields and mirrors pointing outwards. If
anything is placed on us negative or if any spiritual attack is sent our way, can it be sent the
Universe as healing to be dealt with and can the persons sending it pay for their crimes and
the persons or animals affected be compensated, and payment in to their bank account now
please ?
You could make a list of everything you need protection from and name it all for a full
month. After 4 weeks, when it all has been keyed in, you will only need to say ‘Please God,

protect me from everything I normally ask for.’ Sometimes he expects you to ask what
needs to be ask for….Usually you ask a Angel to do the work e.g. Arch Angel Demetri
Can we have The Golden Star of God around those who are contaminated with spells and
lift it off as many times as to see clear, and send it to the Universe for healing? The People
I look after, out homes gardens, Business, cars and our animals….and everything I usually
ask…
And can we have The Blood of Christ, Golden Shields, and mirrors pointing outwardly
around everything for protection?
Can we send all that is evil back to where it came from?

Thank you.

Bounding and Binding Spells
Ask your guides if you are under any Bounding or Binding spell.
If you can sense it, step into The Golden Star of God for protection. Grasp the binder from
the top of your body and unwind top to bottom whilst, white lighting yourself. Also, release
any binding that has been done and send it to the Universe as healing.

Spells
Ask your guide, if someone has put you under a spell. Go through everything you can think
of, including the way you present yourself to people to your hair-do. Also, go through your
business, advertisements, smokes, money, food, medication, car, bedroom, and other
things. Check your dreams and goals, because these are usually are attacked by the evil
eye.
If you feel affected, step into The Golden Star of God for protection. Ask God to surround it
with Golden Light and to send it to the Universe as healing, as many times as to see
clear……. As it may have been done more than once ?

Protection for Children at Night
Father can these children (name them) have warriors protecting them on the spiritual plane
as they sleep? Arch Angel Michael
Can these children have warriors protecting them in their bedrooms to make them feel safe?
Or Wolfs?

Demons Slitting Your Wrists
Ask your guides if your wrists had been slit. If so, ask them to be stitched up and bandaged.
Remember to ask for the removal the bandages and stitches
, when healed, and send the bandages etc to the Universe as Healing

Feeling Sick in the Stomach, Chest Area or Other Areas of the Body When You Have
Done Readings or Prayers
Place your feet or your hand on a wooden surface.
Ask God to open your feet or fingertips and let out the gunk and ill energies to go through
your feet or fingertips and the energies to go to mother earth as healing.

Somebody Wants to Kill You or Do You Harm
Sometimes, a bad spell or seed is placed in your head or around you. You should pray to
God to have this removed.
Your life might be in danger by attracting the worse of people such as psychopaths, killers,
rapists or thieves. Not always, just removing it, is usually fine, no issues?
When my seed of 10 years was being removed and when God was coming around to
remove it, I was told to get out of my house as quickly as possible as my life was in danger. I
went to a safe house to stay as the lifting of spells and the seed attracted killers. This is most
of the time not the case…..Depends on type of seed..
I asked God
* To send warriors to kill the people who mean harm to me.
* To confuse them; as to where I live.
* To put them in hospital. Get a patient to kill them in the hospital if it is warrant and to
make that person appear innocent of the killing and get away with it…
* To get the Police ready for them the police towards them and to get the killer Ready for
the police and killer towards the Police
Ask warriors and wolfs to surround your house. Also, ask the Police Spiritually to patrol
your house and where you’re staying.
Ask for warriors to go out everywhere and to dispose of anyone who is coming your way to
harm you. (You have Chinese warriors)

Ask for this 2 times a day and avoid going to work if the case seems to be bad or if you seem
to be attracting harm. Watch out for anyone following your car, you could be attracting a
lot of sick people. But this is only if the seed was a really harm full one ?
If those causing you harm is dead, ask for warriors to meet them on the Spirit Plane,
handcuff them, and send them through the White Light to be charged with their crimes. By
sending them to Spiritual court to face and pay for their crimes
Sometimes those who have committed crimes stay on the Spirit Plane and don’t go through
the White Light because they do not want to face the punishment for their crimes.
Listen to the radio and not the TV. Be on high alert for 24 hours. Although you might
not get much sleep, it is important that you listen out for any individual who may have
criminal intentions towards you and ask for all that is stated above.
Listen to your dogs and/or other animals that might be giving you a stare or a bark each
time something goes wrong, for it is true that animals are in fact telepathic and can often
pick up on negative energies that might be going on around you?
If you remain connected with your animals, feed them good food and treat them right, they
can truly become your best friends and can stay tuned with anything that might be coming
your way, be it miles away. They may not always show it, but they may pick up on it and be
on guard……

White Sage
Burn the smoke in a clockwise direction in every room to get rid of all sorts of negativity
and to cleanse your house. This is usually temporary and only works for a short
while……Incense in a oil burner, does a better job keeping negativity away..
Say a prayer when the sage is full of smoke, “I would like to cleanse myself and every room
I go to with this smoke.” Also, cleanse your body by allowing the smoke to circle your body
from head to toe in a clockwise direction.
You can use Sandalwood Oil on a burner during the day to get rid of negative guides and
White Sage Oil at night to keep away demons. Or just use White Sage oil for everything….
(White Sage oil can also be used to keep away negative guides)
(You can even use a humidifier in place of candles or oil burners)

